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Host SM_Nick says:
"A Dish Served Cold, Part Five"

Host SM_Nick says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::in shuttlebay::

CMO_Varesh says:
::looks up from his desk PADD, forgetting for a moment what time or day it is::

CTO_Mesme says:
::sat at tactical running through some diagnostics of the tactical systems::

TO_K`Nargh says:
::in tac 2 preparing to leave::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Monitors the cycle times between the transports, making sure the transporters are working 
effectively::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: I must be leaving soon sir...hope you can handle this problem

Host CO_Black says:
::on the bridge in the centre chair, thinking over his moves as he stares at the viewscreen::

EO_Leasha says:
@::On the planet::

FCO-Exeter says:
@::Checking the kitchen::  Self: looked more burned this morning ::smiles::

CTO_Mesme says:
TO: Do what you have to do, Im sure we will be fine

OPS_Taylor says:
::Standing on the bridge, checking all systems::

TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Aye sir

CIV_Croft says:
::at flight control, looking resolutely at the screen in front of him::

EO_Leasha says:
@::Sees Exeter looking at the kitchen and looks amused:: FCO: next time Ill leave it to you, what on earth was it you burnt anyway ... other than the whole kitchen

Host CO_Black says:
::glances at the CTO::  CTO: ETA of the Breen Vessel...?

CTO_Mesme says:
::decides to bring the passive sensors onto the Breen vessel while keeping the rest poised on the surface::

CMO_Varesh says:
::glances at the time:: Self: Randy is going to be furious... oh. Seems an all nighter happens very easily.

FCO-Exeter says:
@EO; Just some eggs& Bacon and the pans with it

TO_K`Nargh says:
::leaves the bridge and heads to the TL::

CTO_Mesme says:
::looks up:: CO: They are on the other side of the planet, matching our speed exactly

EO_Leasha says:
@::laughs:: FCO: Your not kidding ::turns and sees something on the table and sees there’s pills in it :: What are they ?

Host CO_Black says:
::nods::  CTO: Understood.. are the containers still there on the surface...?

CMO_Varesh says:
::gets up and stretches luxuriously, walks over to the replicator and contemplates something to eat:: Computer: Fresh fruit, orange juice and a cup of coffee. ::the last in defiance of Randy’s spectre in his head extolling the dangers of Betazoids and caffeine::

OPS_Taylor says:
::starts monitoring Communication Traffic from the surface::

CTO_Mesme says:
::checks his scans:: CO: At the moment, yes

Host Martes says:
@::enters the room::  FCO: Oh, good morning.

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::is trying to get hold of the containers on the planet in every way he can::

Host Martes says:
@::sees the smoke::  FCO: I see you've made yourself at home in the kitchen.... ::grins::

Host CO_Black says:
CTO: That's in any case a good sign... keep an eye on them...if they move or disappear, let me know ASAP..

FCO-Exeter says:
@Martes: Good morning, I believe we have a Chime last time I checked

EO_Leasha says:
@::turns to see Martes and smiles although a little annoyed he walked straight in:: Martes: morning

FCO-Exeter says:
@EO: Those are Vitamins, dear ::looking at the pills::

Host CO_Black says:
::stands from his chair::  OPS: It's time for a small wake up call...  hail the colony...

CTO_Mesme says:
CO: Will do, I was wondering sir, what are we going to do about the colonists, surely we cant leave them on the planet to continue their trade…

Host Martes says:
@FCO: Yes, you do.  But I thought I would welcome you to your first morning of freedom.  We do that for all our entrants.

EO_Leasha says:
@FCO: you need vitamins ? ::is highly amused now and looks at Martes::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Wake up call, Aye sir.  ::hails the Colony::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Walks onto the bridge and activates the engineering console::

Host CO_Black says:
::turns to the CTO::  CTO: For now we can't do much... just keep an eye on those containers and stick with the plan that Commander Mortimer has described yesterday...

Host Martes says:
@::sees the vitamins::  FCO/EO: Yes.  We are lucky to have them.  They keep us strong.  It's a harsh environment, here, as you can see.

CMO_Varesh says:
::takes his breakfast and settles at his desk again:: Computer: Display results of the failed experiment against the control group. ::thinks to himself that it may just as well be a working breakfast::

CIV_Croft says:
::looks up at the screen::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::gets a nice idea.  Tabs controls and opens the shuttlebay doors, runs to a shuttle that he prepared and takes place behind the controls::

OPS_Taylor says:
::hears a dial tone on the other end::  CO: No Response.

CTO_Mesme says:
CO: Yes sir ::turns back to his console::

FCO-Exeter says:
@EO: Martes seems too think so, dear ::smiles::

Host Martes says:
@FCO/EO: Joseph has been very kind to us.  He brings them to us.

EO_Leasha says:
@Martes: ahh well that explains things then

FCO-Exeter says:
@Martes: Mind if i Examine those pills??

Host CO_Black says:
::walks over to OPS::  OPS: Hhmm, that's weird... any indication that they are shutting us out or just no-one at their comm. central ?

Host Martes says:
@FCO: Of course.  I'll leave you to get on with it.  We begin our farming on the hour

FCO-Exeter says:
@Martes: Aye, aye, Sir  ::smiles:: by the way where is your Security Compound??

Host Martes says:
@FCO: It's kept secure.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Scanning the station... From what I gather no one is there, sir.

CSUP_Takahashi says:
*CO*: Takahashi to Black

EO_Leasha says:
@::walks and sits down::

Host Martes says:
@::exits the room::

CTO_Mesme says:
::notices the shuttle bay doors opening, finds out who has opened them::

CMO_Varesh says:
::studies the display on his desk PADD, munching away at the fruit on the plate:: Self: Curious... I wonder if it will work if I add some proteins to mask the 'reason' of the antidote... fool the virus into thinking its a friend.

FCO-Exeter says:
@Martes: Well, duh! I believe you assigned me yesterday too Security

Host CO_Black says:
::nods at OPS::  OPS: Very well, keep hailing them in 30 minute intervals...   *CSUP*: Black here...

CSUP_Takahashi says:
*CO*: Sir, I'm going to try something.  It is a long shot but I think I can do it.

Host CO_Black says:
::looks a bit puzzled::  *CSUP*: You're going to do what exactly, Lieutenant ?

CTO_Mesme says:
CO: Sir, it appears the CSUP is in a shuttle and has opened the bay doors

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye, sir.

CEO_DuPont says:
::listens to the conversation between the CSUP and the CO and frowns slightly::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
*CO*: I'm going down to the planet with a shuttle and I will try and get my hand on the containers, Sir.

Host CO_Black says:
::glances at the CTO::

Breen_Commander says:
%::in his command chair, with raised voice::  COMM Scimitar: USS Scimitar, this is the Breen vessel. I suggest you leave now, or die in this place!

CEO_DuPont says:
::Activates the tractor beam at hearing the CTO and targets the shuttle::

EO_Leasha says:
@::picks up the pills and takes a look at them then starts to examine then ::FCO: have you got a tricorder

CTO_Mesme says:
::listens to what is going on:: Self: It never rains...

CEO_DuPont says:
CO: Sir I have a tractor beam ready to lock onto the shuttle !

Host CO_Black says:
*CSUP*: Not until you give me solid reasons why I should let you go...?

FCO-Exeter says:
@::hands the EO his padd he made:: EO: Send this too the Scimi, and try too get a few of those pills on the Scimi for examination.

OPS_Taylor says:
::looks up:: CO: Captain..... Our friends the Breen...

CTO_Mesme says:
::makes special note as to the location of the Breen vessel::

EO_Leasha says:
@FCO: just like that huh

Host CO_Black says:
::hears the Breen communication and sighs::  OPS: I see... on screen...

MO_Hixxan says:
::Walks into sickbay and looks around for the CMO::

Host Martes says:
ACTION: A Breen face appears on the viewer

CMO_Varesh says:
::stares blankly at the screen as he drinks the coffee::

Host CO_Black says:
COMM: Breen Vessel: This Commander Black from the Scimitar... you are in Federation 
territory...

EO_Leasha says:
@::takes the padd and picks up the pill:: FCO: Now be good without me :;walks out laughing and heads for the com area::

CEO_DuPont says:
::sees the 'Walking Fridge' on the viewscreen and lets out a sigh::

FCO-Exeter says:
@::smiles and shakes his head, wondering what to do::  EO: Don't use those pills till the Scimi gives us a full report…

Breen_Commander says:
%COMM: Scimitar: Your territory means nothing to us, you Federation pigs! Leave now, or die right here!

CTO_Mesme says:
::knowing how good tacticians the Breen are, wonders what they have planned::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
*CO* Sir, I'm one man. It may be possible for me to get down to the planet unnoticed and get the containers onboard of the shuttle.  

EO_Leasha says:
@::enters the comm. area seeing no one about send the encrypted message to the CO as normal with what Exeter wrote and transports some of the pills to scimi straight to the bridge explain to the CO why the pills are there::

MO_Hixxan says:
::looks into the office and sees Varesh with his cup off coffee::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Begins rerouting power from non-essential system at hearing the Breen threat::

MO_Hixxan says:
::he walks in:: CMO: Ensign Hixxan reporting for duty Sir

Host CO_Black says:
::sighs at the CSUP's comment but has no much of a choice right now::  *CSUP*: Continue with care, Lieutenant.. Black out.

Host CO_Black says:
CTO: Full power to shields and put weapons on standby, Lieutenant...

Host Martes says:
ACTION: The pills appear on Varesh's desk

CMO_Varesh says:
::shudders as the caffeine hits his system:: Self: Now I remember why Randi yelled at me the last time. ::looks up:: MO: Ah, Jau, alert I see. Coffee? Tea? Juice? Romulan ale? Bloodwine... I have a full selection.

CSUP_Takahashi says:
*CO*: I sir, Takahashi out. ::engages the engines and heads out::

CTO_Mesme says:
CO: Aye sir, one problem though, if the Breen come, I don’t think I can defend the shuttle as well ::raises shields, loads torpedoes and powers up the phasers::

CMO_Varesh says:
::blinks as pills appears on his desk:: MO: What, the...  *Bridge*: Varesh to the bridge.

EO_Leasha says:
@::hangs around the comm. area waiting for an answer::

Host CO_Black says:
COMM: Breen Vessel: I'm sorry, but I can't do that... you are in Federation Space as said and therefore bound to federation law...

Host CO_Black says:
*CMO*: Bridge here...

Host CO_Black says:
CTO: Noted...

CEO_DuPont says:
::sends a message down to engineering and arranges the engineers into damage control team::

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Uhm, sir... I have pills on my desk. Something you want me to do with it? I'm assuming I have to test it for something?

OPS_Taylor says:
::diverts power to the SIF::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Recommend Red Alert.

Breen_Commander says:
%::Spots a small target. It seems to be a federation shuttle:: COMM: Scimitar: We abide only by our rules. Your rules, and any other things you arranged, mean nothing to us. Now leave, or die!

Host Martes says:
ACTION: The Breen vessel fires on the shuttle, sending it spiralling out of control

FCO-Exeter says:
::walking around, seeing some of the Colonist farming looking a bit stoned::

CMO_Varesh says:
::gets up from his desk and takes the pills over to his main working console to test them as soon as he knows what to test for:: MO: We have Breen visitors. Have the emergency teams stand by.

EO_Leasha says:
@::paces around the comm. area hoping the ship doesn't take to long ::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Exits the bridge, heading down to ME knowing he will be able to better prepare down there::

Host CO_Black says:
::having read the encrypted communiqué he frowns::  *CMO*: Please do Doctor... search for chemicals that can influence the person's mind and attitude....

CSUP_Takahashi says:
#::exits the shuttlebay and moves towards the aft of the Scimitar trying to get away unnoticed........::  self: dang.....

MO_Hixxan says:
::gives a strange look at the CMO's selection laid out on the table:: CMO: No thank you Sir, I have already eaten ::breen vessel fires and Jau shifts to the side::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Shuttle is Hit!

MO_Hixxan says:
CMO: Aye Sir, I'll organise en emergency team straight away ::leaves office and heads for a console to alert medical staff::

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Understood, sir. It shouldn't take too long. ::places the pills in a container:: Computer: Test the pills for any psychosomatic drugs, or just plain old fashioned mind altering effects.

CEO_DuPont says:
::Arrives in ME and takes a look at the status board::

Host CO_Black says:
::glances at OPS::  Self: Darn it !  CIV: Move us closer to the shuttle..  CTO: Standby tractor beam....

CSUP_Takahashi says:
COMM: Scimitar: This is Takahashi, I'm badly........ trying to come.... do my best......  stay...contact...Takahashi out.

FCO-Exeter says:
@::talking too a few 'guards' asking where he can find the Planet's Chief of security::

CMO_Varesh says:
::waits a moment for the computer to analyse the pills, and bites back an oath:: *CO*: Captain... where do these pills come from?

CTO_Mesme says:
CO: Aye sir ::locks on a tractor beam and waits::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Scans shuttle Structural Integrity::

Breen_Commander says:
%COMM: Scimitar: Leave now, or you will undergo the same fate as the shuttle. What you've seen is nothing compared to our capabilities!

Host CO_Black says:
*CMO*: Suffice to say they come from the surface...that's all I can say...

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Well, I hope John and Karla are not taking them. Pretty nice ingredients.

CSUP_Takahashi says:
#::sees that his power is failing and makes a course correcting, heading straight for the planet::

MO_Hixxan says:
::walks back into office:: CMO: Sir, emergency teams have been organised...  is there anything else I can help with?

EO_Leasha says:
@::paces around the comm. area hoping she doesn’t get discovered::

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Sir, are you alone? I'm assuming this is pretty dicey to tell you on the bridge.

CSUP_Takahashi says:
COMM: Scimitar: This is Takahashi, loosing.....were....going down....trying to crash...land on .....net.............pray for me....::connecting is cut off::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
#::enters the atmosphere of the planet and is going down shaking heavily.  trying to keep the shuttle in one peace:: Self: Why is it always me.....

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Permission to beam the CSUP up.

CTO_Mesme says:
::shakes his head and taps the console a few times, gets the shuttle in a tractor beam::

CMO_Varesh says:
::taps a few commands and sends the results of  the test to the Command chair::  *CO*: Results are on your console at your chair.

Host CO_Black says:
*CMO*: Understood...

EO_Leasha says:
@:;ties to look busy ::

Host CO_Black says:
OPS: Negative... let him do his job for now...

CEO_DuPont says:
::Continues to monitor the situation with the Breen from the master systems display ::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye.

CSUP_Takahashi says:
#::sees that his power switches off, the shuttle is powerless and still going down::

CMO_Varesh says:
::turns around:: MO: If my suspicions are correct, we are going to have a few extreme cases soon. ::frowns as he tries to piece the puzzle together::

CTO_Mesme says:
CO: Sir, what are these Pills, and more importantly, what do they do?

Host CO_Black says:
::looks at the results and is shocked::  Self: Oh no...  ::quickly composes an encrypted transmission and sends it to the EO and FCO::

FCO-Exeter says:
@::walking back studying the Colonist farming, wondering how they got how they are now:: Self: maybe those pills??

Host CO_Black says:
*CMO*: Black to Varesh...

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Varesh here, Captain.

EO_Leasha says:
@::gets the transmission and raises her eyebrows puts the pills in her pocket and heads off::

Host CO_Black says:
CTO: Sorry Lieutenant... that is need to know information at the moment...

MO_Hixxan says:
CMO: What do you think we're dealing with here Sir ::Junior Medical Officer approaches him and He gets her to get biobeds and medical supplies ready in case of any medical emergencies::

CTO_Mesme says:
::smiles contentedly and lets out a brief purr, beings "reeling" the shuttle in::

Host Martes says:
ACTION: A colonist walks into the room, and sees Leasha at the comm. panel.

Host CO_Black says:
*CMO*: Doctor, I need you to develop an counter agent to these pills...

CMO_Varesh says:
MO: Mind altering drugs and such. Nasty stuff.

Host Martes says:
@<Colonist> EO: Hey!  ::runs off after her::

EO_Leasha says:
@::smiles at the colonist as she walks by heading for the door::

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Aye, sir. I thought you might say that.

Host CO_Black says:
::smiles faintly::  *CMO*: Good...keep me informed...

MO_Hixxan says:
CMO: I'll say...  is there anything I can do to help with the research?

Host Martes says:
@<Colonist> EO: What were you doing there?  This is restricted - hey!  ::shouts as Leasha runs off::

EO_Leasha says:
@::runs off heading for Exeter deciding she could kill the scimi for taking so long::

CMO_Varesh says:
MO: I think I can handle this one. Get everything ready for possible casualties, and make sure we have some detox facilities, just in case. I'll be in my office. ::walks off, deep in thought::

FCO-Exeter says:
@::sees the EO running his direction:: Self: Oh, heck

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Captain. The Breen are in a direct course for intercept.  Recommend Red alert

CSUP_Takahashi says:
#::passes out falling to the floor next to the flight chair hitting his head on the panel::

Host CO_Black says:
::nods at OPS::  CTO: Red Alert, Lieutenant.. load all phasers and photon torpedo's...

EO_Leasha says:
@:;sees Exeter and runs up to him:  FCO: Do not take the pills they have amphetamines and a rare Rigelilan Mind control nerve gas.. oh and I’ve been seen

CIV_Croft says:
CO: Evasive manoeuvres?

CTO_Mesme says:
::sets the ship to red alert:: CO: Done

CMO_Varesh says:
::settles behind his desk:: Computer: Take results of the tests on the pills, and calculate a counter agent. Ensure that it will negate all the drugs, but not harm the person who takes it.

CEO_DuPont says:
::Hears the Red Alert Klaxon and wondered what took the Breen so long to make up their minds::

Host CO_Black says:
CIV: You got it, Mr. Croft and move us closer to the shuttle....

Breen_Commander says:
%::Charges all weapons and shields::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Alerts all Decks of the Red Alert::

CIV_Croft says:
CO: Understood.

CSUP_Takahashi says:
#::a bit of blood is coming out of his head making a small puddle on the shuttle floor::

Host CO_Black says:
OPS: Scan the shuttle...is the Lieutenant still inside ?

CTO_Mesme says:
CO: Sir, the Breen are arming their weapons...

CIV_Croft says:
::takes the Scimitar into an evasive and moves towards the shuttles::

EO_Leasha says:
@FCO: I think they’re drugging these people…

CEO_DuPont says:
::sends damage control teams to their battle stations::

Breen_Commander says:
%::orders change of heading to compensate for the Scimitar's evasive actions::

MO_Hixxan says:
CMO: Aye Sir... ::goes outside and arranges a Brain-circuitry pattern diagnostic device to measure the neurological levels of anybody who has been infected by whatever the ship is dealing with::

OPS_Taylor says:
::scans the shuttle:: CO: Yes, sir. He's unconscious.

FCO-Exeter says:
@: EO: I know enough, they are using the Colonist too trade. And use them as slave force. We need too get back too the Scimi!

CIV_Croft says:
CO: Their on our tail, sir.

CIV_Croft says:
CO: Perhaps we should consider deploying the fighters?

CTO_Mesme says:
::makes sure the aft torpedo tubes are loaded::

Host Martes says:
@<Colonist> EO/FCO: What are you two up to?  I should have you reported for your actions!

Host CO_Black says:
::grumbles::  OPS: Time transporters and beam him up as you lower shields for a second...

EO_Leasha says:
@FCO: Great ::sees Martes and turns ::

Host CO_Black says:
CIV: Make it so Mr. Croft...

CSUP_Takahashi says:
#::on the floor...just being there::

CMO_Varesh says:
::waits for the computer to give him the analysis. Mulls over the information he has, and suddenly sits upright as part of the puzzle hits him square in the face::

Breen_Commander says:
%::Fires his torpedoes, full spread::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye, Captain.  *Sickbay*: Medical emergency.  Prepare for Beam in.  ::Calculates the time difference::

FCO-Exeter says:
@::shoots the Colonist::  Outloud: Nah, nah, Yeah, sure  EO: Lets try too contact the Scimi

Host Martes says:
ACTION: The Breen get lucky - and fire just as the Scimitar's shields are down.

CMO_Varesh says:
::does the Enterprise shuffle as the ship is hit::

CTO_Mesme says:
CO: Incoming -- oh no...

Host Martes says:
ACTION: Lots of bangs and explosions.  George Lucas' personal bank account soars.

EO_Leasha says:
@FCO: Comm. area ? you told me to take my commbadge off that would have made life easier

CTO_Mesme says:
::catches onto the console and holds on::  CO: Return fire sir?

Host CO_Black says:
::holds onto his chair as the Scimitar's rocks on the explosions::  *CEO*: Damage report !

CEO_DuPont says:
::Holds onto a console as the Breen fire hits the ship::

FCO-Exeter says:
@EO: Hey, this was a two minutes in planning

Host CO_Black says:
CTO: By all means !

Host Martes says:
<Colonist> ::gets out a weapon::  FCO: Don't move.  ::shouts::  Hey!  I have a traitor!

OPS_Taylor says:
::Hangs onto his Console::

CMO_Varesh says:
::picks himself up off the floor:: MO: Jau! Treat the casualties that comes in.

CIV_Croft says:
*Flight Deck*: This is Kalen Croft. All fighter Squadrons, to your ships. Launch as soon as possible. Alpha and Beta Groups are with the shuttle, Gamma stay with the Scimitar and Delta is to take on the Breen ship. Croft out.

Breen_Commander says:
%::targets phasers and fires::

CTO_Mesme says:
::locks on the torpedoes and fires off a full salvo::

FCO-Exeter says:
@EO: I hate these people ::shoots the Colonist again::

Breen_Commander says:
%:;Tries some evading actions::

CIV_Croft says:
CO: The fighters have been ordered to launch.

EO_Leasha says:
@FCO: Well Impulse planning is normally fun .. this way to comm. area unless you want to send a smoke signal

CEO_DuPont says:
*CO*: Hull breaches on decks 4,7, 12 and 14, damage teams responding Captain

Host Martes says:
ACTION: The colonists falls, but it is too late.  The crowd, seeing the traitors, swamp them, and drag them back to the square.

MO_Hixxan says:
::nods at CMO and Turns to shout at one of the ensigns::  MO_Okuda: Officer... Get the wounded to biobeds ... and get some cortical monitors on them.... we want to see just who has what

Host CO_Black says:
OPS: Lieutenant...do we have Takahashi ?

Host CO_Black says:
*CEO*: Understood...

CIV_Croft says:
::without asking the CO if he should, Croft makes the Scimitar sweep up past the shuttle, using it's catamaran shape to fit around it, then whips her around, ready for tactical to fire a full volley at their forward shields::

CTO_Mesme says:
::locks on and opens fires with the phasers while the torpedoes are reloading::

FCO-Exeter says:
@::punching and kicking people:: Self: In a sick way this is fun ::grins in delight::

Host Martes says:
ACTION: The Breen swiftly turns, ably avoiding the line of fire.

CIV_Croft says:
CTO: There's an open shot for you, sir

CEO_DuPont says:
*CO*: Captain, they hit up pretty hard, SIF's is down and there are numerous plasma fires through out the ship....

Breen_Commander says:
%::fires another full spread of torpedoes, then comes about to fire all remaining aft torpedoes::

Host Martes says:
ACTION: Exeter and Leasha are bound and dragged back.

CSUP_Takahashi says:
#::memories go trough his brain at high speed, blood is still coming out of his head::

EO_Leasha says:
@::is being dragged after putting up a fight::  FCO: Any ideas now would be good

Host Martes says:
ACTION: The Scimitar rocks again

CTO_Mesme says:
CIV: Looks like these Breen know what they are doing ::fires off another salvo of torpedoes, full spread::

CIV_Croft says:
::resists the urge to resort to profanity::

Host Martes says:
ACTION: DuPont is sent flying from an explosion

FCO-Exeter says:
@EO: Die slowly and die like a STARFLEET OFFICER, And call me John! :;smiles::

CMO_Varesh says:
::rushes over to the main biobed, and nearly falls down as the ship is hit again::  *CO*: Captain, John and Karla are in danger down there. We have to get them back!

CIV_Croft says:
CTO: Luckily for us, I do too.

Breen_Commander says:
%:;Tries another cunning evading action::

Host Martes says:
ACTION: The transporter generator dies.

CIV_Croft says:
Self: Let's see if you know this one...

EO_Leasha says:
@FCO: Well my dear at least I can go with knowing someone cooks worse than me

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Transporters are down!

Host CO_Black says:
*CMO*: We have more immediate problems, Doctor...

Host Martes says:
ACTION: The commotion suddenly stops, as one man walks through the crowd, who make a channel for him

Host CO_Black says:
::curses::  OPS: Well, get them back up Lieutenant !

FCO-Exeter says:
@FCO: Hey I make a good Lasagne, if I had a replicator ::laughs::

Host Martes says:
ACTION: The Flight Control console explodes

Hearon says:
@::Hearing the ruckus, he storms into the area, looking around with an annoyed expression on:: ALL: What is going on he...::he stops mid sentence and his eyes focus on the figure of John Exeter. His eyes narrow and go dark as his expression worsens::  FCO: ...you...we meet again...

CEO_DuPont says:
::staggers to his feet, and looks down at the console ::... Self: Uh oh....*CO*: Sir, we have structural damage in main engineering, can we try avoid the Breen weapon fire sir?

CMO_Varesh says:
*CO*: Understood, sir. I just though you should know...

CIV_Croft says:
::turns the scimitar around into a loop at high velocity, breaking away from the shuttle, but still in front of it and within transport range. He cuts out the roll just as they reach the maximum of transporter range and then brings them back down, opening a spot for the phasers::

EO_Leasha says:
@::laughs::

Host CO_Black says:
CTO: Lieutenant... target their weaponsaray...full spread of photons...

CIV_Croft says:
CO: We may want to consider retreating, Commander.

Host CO_Black says:
*CEO*: We're doing our best up here, Chief...

Host Martes says:
ACTION: Takahashi's stats drop suddenly

CTO_Mesme says:
CO: Aye sir ::frantically gets a lock and opens fire, full spread once again::

FCO-Exeter says:
@Joseph: Hey, Joseph, been a while, still using people I see. And you added Drug Baron too your list, I'm impressed

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye.  ::Let's his fingers fly over the console::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
#::life is slowly moving away from him, slipping away into the darkness::

Breen_Commander says:
%::Tries his very best to avoid this spread::

Host Martes says:
ACTION: An explosion on deck 4 knocks out a wall into sickbay, sending Styrofoam everywhere.

EO_Leasha says:
@::sees Hearon and goes serious for a bit listening trying to free herself::

CEO_DuPont says:
::grabs a tool kit and begins working on the affected area in engineering::

Hearon says:
@::his eyes glance between Exeter and the woman he is with::  FCO: You never could keep yourself out of trouble, could you John? Always running off with the girl...and facing death, quite despicable really...

Breen_Commander says:
%::comes about, and fires a full spread of phasers and torpedoes::

Host CO_Black says:
CIV: Mr. Croft.. take us around for another run...

CIV_Croft says:
CO: If you insist.

FCO-Exeter says:
@Hearon: At least I have some sense of Drama, Your entrance is lame and late

CTO_Mesme says:
CIV: And close would be handy

EO_Leasha says:
@Hearon: hey I take hindrance to that

CMO_Varesh says:
::swears loudly as Takahashi nearly flatlines, grabs a cardiac stimulator and slaps it to his chest::  Computer: 200 cycles pulse... ::doesn't complete the sentence as he's knocked off his feet::

CIV_Croft says:
::turns the Scimitar around and pushes her full throttle towards the Breen ship, bearing down straight on them:: Self: It's your funeral...

Breen_Commander says:
%::Tries evading the Scimitar::

CTO_Mesme says:
::locks all forward weapons onto the Breen vessel and waits... and waits... and waits....::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Manages to reinforce the structural damage in engineering and prays that it will hold::

Hearon says:
@EO: You be quite...::His gaze returns to Exeter, cold and harsh:: FCO: At least I belong here, little man...I've saved this colony, helped them...done what was right, while you, scum...::He spits:: have gone gallivanting across the galaxy, just causing trouble for me and the decent people of worlds like this...

CTO_Mesme says:
::is content and fires::

CIV_Croft says:
CTO: You may want to consider firing, before we collide into them...

Host Martes says:
ACTION: The Breen ship explodes.  George Lucas considers retiring early, due to the HUGE pay check going to ILM.....

CMO_Varesh says:
::drags himself to his feet and does a manual shock with his tricorder to prevent Takahashi from flatlining::

MO_Hixxan says:
::A few people who were wounded in the ship have been brought into sickbay and the medical officers tend to looking after them..... a few bumps and bruises .... but nothing too serious::

EO_Leasha says:
@::sighs still trying to free her hands::

FCO-Exeter says:
@Hearon: trading with enemies, making drug addicts of these people, and killing a score of Friends of mine, yeah should be really proud if i where you!

CTO_Mesme says:
::watches the explosion on his console::  All: oops...

Hearon says:
@FCO: It was worth it...unlike your pathetic existence.

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::feels that his life is slipping away and is trying to fight it::

MO_Hixxan says:
::Notices CMO and runs over to see if he can help::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Looks up at the viewsceen with a sigh of relief::

Breen_Commander says:
%::Has a scared look on his face as his ship explodes::

Host CO_Black says:
::sees the Breen ship explode and protects his eyes::  Self: Darn it..  StarFleet is not going to be happy about this...

CMO_Varesh says:
::punches a button to make the life support system close over Takahashi and lets the computer take over his vital functions::

FCO-Exeter says:
@Hearon: At least I die with some dignity as a Starfleet Officer. If you die nobody shall remember you. Unless as a Tyrant and murderer and Drug baron!

Host CO_Black says:
CIV: Full stop Mr. Croft...

CIV_Croft says:
::considers hitting the console in a last show of emotion, but decides against it.

EO_Leasha says:
@::raises an eyebrow at Hearon and shakes her head::

OPS_Taylor says:
::then gets back to work and can't do much here.::  CO: Sir, I can't do much here, I'll can do more in TR 1.

CEO_DuPont says:
::lets out a sigh as the Breen ship is destroyed and shakes his head knowing what he will be doing for the next 72 hours::

CIV_Croft says:
::he calms his breathing, focuses on the large picture and not on the moment, then states quite calmly...::

CTO_Mesme says:
::takes the weapons offline and looks at his readings:: Self: What a waste

CIV_Croft says:
CO: The Breen ship has been destroyed.

Host CO_Black says:
OPS: Get underway then, Lieutenant...

Host Martes says:
ACTION: Coolant leak, deck 7, in one of the Jefferies tubes.

EO_Leasha says:
@::nods in agreement with john for a change::

FCO-Exeter says:
@::stands up in his full length looking at Hearn with hatred, if looks could only kill.......::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye.  ::gets up and heads to TR 1::

Host CO_Black says:
::sighs::  CIV: Acknowledged...  All: Good work people.. ::wipes his forehead::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::is on a biobed in sickbay trying not to die::

CEO_DuPont says:
::Hears the computer report the coolant leak and picks up a tool kit and makes his way up to deck 7::

MO_Hixxan says:
::helps in Sickbay to get trianiline to those who need it... but is more concerned on how the CMO is getting on::

CMO_Varesh says:
::sighs with relief as Takahashi's vitals stabilize for the moment::  *CO*: Captain, Takahashi is stable for the time being... I can do more if we are not in a pitched battle.

Hearon says:
@FCO: These people respect me and would die for me...would your witch here die for you, John? ::He sighs and stops::

Host CO_Black says:
::sighs in relief once again::  CMO: Excellent work Doctor…

Hearon says:
@::He looks between Leasha and Exeter, sighing deeply and looking Exeter up and down. Reaching towards his hip, he pulls out a metal object obscured in his hand::  FCO/EO: ...and now, you die...::his eyes narrow as he raises his phaser and takes aim::

Host Martes says:
ACTION: The colonists all raise their weapons around Exeter and Leasha

Host Martes says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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